Analytics and Reporting

Easy monitoring and reporting with CTDS Customs Process Governance.

You can’t improve what you can’t see
It is almost impossible to keep track of the details in your
customs data. Every cleared declaration adds lots of new
information and more and more layers to an already large
quantity of data. It can seem overwhelming: Where to start
and where will you end up? What should you look for?
And how?
CTDS Customs Process Governance helps you get to
grips with every detail of your customs data thanks to our
Analytics and Reporting modules. Armed with this insight
into your customs performance, you will be able to identify
gaps and make potential improvements.

Strategic customs
decision support

With a full overview and enhanced data
quality, you can take conscious, wellinformed decisions at all levels for your
company and business.

Customs compliance by control
and risk mitigation

Is your company compliant enough?
With the ability to follow up and analyse
possibilities, the archive function, the risk
assessments and mitigations, you will be
able to answer the question yourself.

CRUNCH THE NUMBERS WITH ANALYTICS
Analytics helps you sort large data quantities and use them to drive improvements.
Using data from the imports and exports KGH clear for your company, the Analytics
module promotes transparency – and gives you the tools to be proactive and close
the gaps that keep you from attaining operational excellence.
Not only is your customs data made available to your entire staff group, it is also
presented in a more attractive way, making it easy to work with. Charts and graphics
help you visualize data and spot trends and mitigate risks along the way.
Analytics lets you work and share results with colleagues within the system – and
anyone outside as well. Bookmarking, printing and exporting data helps you share
your knowledge and put it to use in your company.

STAY IN THE KNOW WITH REPORTING
If you want to skip manual filtering and analysis tasks, Reporting is a perfect option.
With this module, you automatically receive the most important data and numbers
directly in your inbox, once a month. Every report is delivered in Excel so you can
easily process, reuse and share it within your organization.
Different price plans define the reports available. With our Professional plan, you
get our standard report package with four different types of reports. For customers
wanting to take their analysis and monitoring one step further, the Advanced plan lets
you add tailor-made reports. We can tailor reports and their contents according to
customer needs, taking care of every detail during the set-up phase.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT

Monitoring trade performance
and continuous improvements

Monitor in-depth transparency, and
introduce extensive scorecards and service
level agreements. Measure KPIs, discover
enhancements and develop your business
continuously.

Customs operational efficiency
and duty optimization

In our experience, a well-performed
customs operation reduces administrative
costs by up to 30%, and a functional duty
optimization can save you up to 8% of the
value of the goods.

CTDS@kghcustoms.com or call Michael Björkman on +46 732 365 190

